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To whom this hopefully genuinely concerns,
Cases such as this have the potential to represent extremely dangerous presidents.
Each time we loose another level of the diversity in the fullness of our quality of lives
is proves far more challenging and drawn out to restore it, if at all possible. Extinction
of species at this point in time remains irreversible to my knowledge. This is the
choice that you are making and will in large part ultimately be personally accountable
for assuming you uphold a similar underlying conscious and values to the majority of
the human race when in circumstances that permit them to make wise and
considered decisions and evaluations of their lives. Each time a new level of
corruption is allowed to pervade our societies it gets easier the next time to commit
an increasingly higher level of corruption until all our natural resources are eroded
and unavailable to enjoy, as we did, by future generations.
Over 90% of the land in the Wheat Belt of WA has been cleared and is rapidly
degrading, through poor short sighted decisions, to an unusable state that is
somehow inferred to justify further clearing. This is not sustainable land
management. Similarly, over recent years, extensive deforestation has occurred in
the housing suburbs of Perth with a consequently blatantly devastating impact on the
wildlife corridors and survival of wildlife, for example the iconic black cockatoos.
Please encourage our society to build smart business ventures that authentically
benefit society as a whole as opposed to returning short lived individualised profits to
a few. There are always plenty of other options for those truly wise and proactive
investors in our world to engage in without the need to submit to short sited corrupt
business endeavours of the lazy few that lack the humane level of integrity that we
choose to teach to our children at school and society as a whole in the intent of our
courts of law.
Thank you for your serious consideration of my comments in view to your making the
decision in favour of keeping the small allocation of wildlife corridors that remain in
Sydney. I find these add hugely to the beauty and the respect that I uphold among
many cities in the world when I visit the city Sydney.
Take care and be Well,
Karl T.

